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ABSTRACT
Echolocation -- the ability to detect objects in space
through the perception of echoes from these objects -has been identified as a promising venue to help
visually impaired individuals navigate within their
environments. The interest is in part because a proof-ofconcept exists: certain visually impaired individuals are
able to navigate using active echolocation. Why, then is
echolocation is not in more widespread use among
visually impaired individuals? It is possible that a lack
of systematic echolocation training platforms has
impeded individuals in picking up this skill. We
designed a game-application that serves as a training
platform for individuals, sighted or not, to train
themselves to echolocate. Preliminary testing from both
sighted and visually impaired individuals showed that
users uniformly understood the game, although their
enjoyment of the game was mixed. Although a number
of game features could be improved, it is a promising
training tool prototype for individuals learning to use
echo cues for navigational purposes.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Visual impairment is a significant and growing problem.
The need to address this medical problem has led to the
development of many systems that attempt to at least
partially restore the visual sense. Many sensory
substitution systems have been implemented as
navigational aids for visually impaired individuals, such
as those that use tactile inputs [1] or sounds [2] to
substitute for or supplement vision. Our approach in
particular has been inspired from studies that have
shown the ability of some blind individuals to exhibit
auditory navigation skills using echolocation. There is
some evidence that this may be, in part, due to cortical
reorganization and recruitment of visual areas for
auditory processing [3].
https://doi.org/10.21785/icad2017.040

Echolocation -- the ability to locate objects in one’s
surroundings by sensing the reflections of an emitted
sound -- is a promising venue for conveying visual
information and aiding navigation of visually impaired
individuals. Echolocation includes both passive and
active processes, via sensing existing sound reflections
and emitting one’s own referent sound, respectively.
This raises a profound scientific question: Why, then is
active echolocation not in more widespread use among
visually impaired individuals? It is possible that this is
due to lack of training. Currently, echolocation training
is typically limited to self-training by trial and error or
laborious training with another echolocator. Some
research has used auditory virtual reality to simulate
acoustic environments for studying echolocation [4], [5].
It is possible that many more individuals could train
themselves to echolocate if a systematic platform were
available to enable them to do so.
This work focuses on developing a mobile phone gameapplication that attempts to train individuals, sighted or
not, to echolocate. The goals of the application are
manyfold. First, it will help us assess whether
echolocation is a skill that is amenable to being learned
by sighted and visually impaired adults. Second, it will
help obtain the science for developing systematic
techniques to train people to echolocate. For instance,
the artificial environment of a game-app can be made
free of the audio and echo clutter of the real world, as
well as make use of physically unrealistic echoes that
one would not encounter in the real world but are
nevertheless useful for training purposes.
2. BACKGROUND ON ECHOLOCATION AND
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
Conveying spatial information through echoes relies on
a few important aspects: (1) the time between the
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reference sound (such as a mouth click) and the echo,
known as echo delay, (2) the difference between the
echo timing for the right and left ear, known as the
interaural time difference (ITD), (3) the difference
between the sound levels entering the ears, known also
as the interaural level difference (ILD), and (4) the
angle-dependent alterations in the frequency spectrum
produced by the head and external ears (pinnae) known
as the head-related transfer function (HRTF). HRTFs
help to externalize sounds presented over headphones
and also provide some vertical location cues.
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time it takes the user to complete a particular maze.
These data provide the foundation that will allow us to
improve on the scientific understanding of echolocation.
To ensure user friendliness for visually impaired
individuals, feedback from the Disability Services
Center at Carnegie Mellon University as well as the
Blind and Vision Rehabilitation Services of Pittsburgh
was incorporated in design of the project, and will
continue to inform our improvement of the app.
3.1 Programming environment

Echo delay is important in conveying object distance. If
an object is further from the observer, the echo takes
longer to reach the observer. Likewise, ITDs and ILDs
are important in conveying direction information. If, for
example, an object is located to the right of the observer,
the echo will reach the right ear first [6]. Echo level is
not as robust a cue to distance as echo delay because it
varies not only with distance, but also with frequency
and the absorption characteristics of the surrounding
reflective surfaces.
3. GAME DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The goal of this application is to provide a training
platform for learning echolocation. We designed a game
that requires the user to navigate through various mazes
using simulated echoes. An avatar is used to represent
the current location of the user in the maze. At any time,
the user can tap to instruct the application to play echoes
based on the current location of the avatar within the
maze. The application plays a pre-generated click
followed by a realistic echo that conveys spatial
information about the maze through echo delays, ITD,
and/or ILDs. For instance, if the user is facing a close
wall straight ahead, the referent click and the resulting
echo will be heard in quick succession.
Mazes are carefully chosen such that specific navigation
skills, such as learning when obstacles are straight
ahead, to the left, or to the right of the avatar, can be
learned in sequence. As the game progresses, the mazes
and auditory cues become more sophisticated and thus
more difficult to navigate. Throughout gameplay, the
app collects data about the performance of the user, and
these data are eventually transmitted in a secure,
confidential manner to a server. This includes metrics
like the number of times the user hits an obstacle and the

We used Unity, a cross-platform game engine which
provided us with a software framework for the creation
and development of the game [7]. Unity takes care of the
majority of low-level infrastructure, so the developer can
focus primarily on game design. Our current
development prioritizes the Android version, but we
expect the game to be available for iOS in the future.
Although Unity is well-suited to this project, it has some
drawbacks. For example, Unity is incompatible with
many smartphone accessibility applications, and its user
interface has been designed for sighted users and
developers. In addition, several of the control gestures
used in the game are also meaningful in accessibility
applications, which may be confusing. However, it was
our conclusion that Unity’s advantages far outweigh its
disadvantages. Future testing will inform the best way to
overcome the aforementioned drawbacks.
3.2 Maze design
The player’s avatar (visually represented as an arrow) is
inside a maze with walls and walkable areas (e.g., Figure
1). A green exit sign indicates the goal location that the
avatar needs to reach to complete each level. This visual
display is turned off in gameplay but can be helpful in
debugging. The unit for player movement is one tile, and
the entire maze is a 9 x 9 corridor-based grid system.
The first few mazes that a user completes are simple to
navigate, providing one novel echo type and/or requiring
one novel navigational input (such as turning).
During this tutorial phase, users are given voice
instructions drawing their attention to certain echo cues,
providing hints after idling time or a crash into a wall,
and familiarizing users with the gestures necessary for
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Figure 1. An example maze in the game, with two
hallways. Player’s avatar is indicated by the silver
arrow. The level’s exit is indicated by the green
rectangle.
gameplay. This ensures that the user learns some basic
navigational skills and begins to understand how echoes
sound in simple scenarios. As the game progresses past
the tutorial, the mazes become more sophisticated by
using more complicated junctions and additional
hallways.
The
game
incorporates
“structured
randomness” to enable infinite gameplay levels.
3.3 Echo design and generation
Rather than generating echoes in real time, the game
uses previously generated echoes that are loaded into the
game for each physical situation that the avatar finds
itself in. This avoids the computational overhead of
generating sophisticated echoes in real time. Echo delay
between the reference click onset and the first arriving
echo was a reliable cue to the exact distance between the
avatar and the wall ahead. In addition, we enhanced the
sense of immersion in the game by using acoustic
simulation and HRTFs. We used an individual HRTF
[8]; however, combinations of HRTFs may have
different acoustic properties than individual HRTFs and
may be worth using in future versions [9]. Echoes varied
according to distance from each of the surrounding walls
and interactions at different types of hallway junctions
so that users could distinguish left from right turns.
These ambient cues to hallway location were updated
every 2-3 blocks because of the many stored sounds
required for all possible maze configurations. The exit
location is represented as stairs, indicating that users
must climb the stairs to get to the next level. The echoes
generated adjacent to a set of stairs were judged to be
sufficiently different from those adjacent only to walls,
and were thus chosen to uniquely cue the exit location.
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We used Odeon, a room acoustic simulation and
measurement software, to artificially create echoes
(Odeon A/S, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark). Users can
input specific 3D room designs from which Odeon
generates sounds using a ray tracing algorithm. We
created several different hallways in Odeon to use in the
game. In Odeon, we set the materials of the walls to
13mm plasterboard on frame, with a 100mm empty
cavity. The floor and stairs materials were set to a
wooden floor on joists. Within each of these rooms, a
virtual cardioid sound source emitted a mouth click that
had been previously recorded using a binaural
microphone in our laboratory. The echoes produced by
that click, but not the original click, were recorded from
a location directly behind the sound source. We
produced a set of echoes in response to this click for
each tile location in the room. Using our own software
written in MatlabTM, these echoes were then placed at
the appropriate time delay after the source click based
on the distance from the front wall. We also used Matlab
to further increase the loudness of each set of echoes to
make the various echo cues obvious. Every 15 levels in
the game, echo volume relative to initial click volume
decreased by 2 dB to keep the game challenging. Further
details regarding the creation and effectiveness of these
sounds can be found in another paper in these
proceedings [10].
3.4 Interface design and accessibility
Given the sophistication of the echoes in the game, users
must wear headphones to play. Users navigate the game
using a series of control gestures, which are introduced
via a set of voice instructions in the tutorial phase of the
game. Users have access to a menu, read vocally,
through which they can play the tutorial, play the main
game, or hear gesture instructions, and they can access
this menu at any time. Within levels, the perspective of
the game is first-person, so users swipe up to move one
block forward no matter what compass direction they are
facing. At each location, users tap the screen with one
finger to hear the echo corresponding to that location. To
turn right or left, users swipe in that direction. After
swiping, to confirm their move, users hear a swoosh
sound in the same ear as the direction they swiped. If
they swiped up, users hear the sound in both ears. This
sound is sufficiently different from the echoes. If a user
crashes into a wall, they hear a crunch sound. When a
user believes they have reached the exit location,
denoted by a stairs echo, they use two fingers to tap
once. If correct, users hear a congratulatory sound before
starting the next level.
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Though this game is intended for visually impaired
individuals, a minimal amount of visual information is
left for development purposes and to orient users with
normal or partial vision. However, the game is designed
to be played with all visuals turned off. This is expected
to provide improved echolocation training by nearly
equating the cues available to sighted and visually
impaired individuals.
4. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
Survey data from 6 sighted participants using a beta
version of the game indicated that it was initially well
liked. After 15 hours of game play, participants were, on
average, neutral about how fun it was and uniformly said
that they would prefer not to continue playing the game.
Data regarding the improvement of these individuals on
the game and on a natural echolocation task are reported
elsewhere in these proceedings [10]. All participants
responded that they understood how to play the game
and did not find the game frustrating. The control
gestures were rated moderately easy to use.
Additionally, 8 visually impaired participants used an
early version of the app for 5-10 minutes and provided
survey data on their experience. On average, these users
would play the game on their own (5.3 out of 7) and said
it was fun (5.1 out of 7). They also provided qualitative
feedback about that version of the game, which we took
into consideration while making the current version. In
combination with the ratings from the sighted users,
these responses suggest that although the game could be
made more engaging, it has promise as a convenient
resource for supplemental echolocation training.
In conclusion, EchoExplorerTM is an app in
development that has the potential to be an easy,
accessible way for people to increase their awareness of
echo cues. Future versions of the app may incorporate
scoring or more complex obstacles to increase users’
enjoyment of the game, as well as improve its
compatibility with accessibility applications. If users
find the game fun, they may use it for longer than they
would a more boring training task. We hope to make
future versions of this game useful to individuals who
want to use echoes to be more aware of their
environment for the purposes of navigation.
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